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almost everything which they had a mandate to do was beyond
their purses. Opinion still varies as to whether they deserved
their fate. Many argue that the parish was too small a unit for
modern purposes. Others think that a distinct and promising
hope of village democracy was blighted through their strangula-
tion.
A special effect of the County Councils Act was that London
acquired for the first time since its vast modern expansion a popu-
larly elected unitary authority in the shape of the L.C.C. The
new 'county* followed the boundaries fixed over thirty years
before for the metropolitan boards of works, though they had in
the interval become obsolete everywhere, and disproportion-
ately so on the eastern side.1 This niggardly and unforeseeing
map has entailed growing disadvantages ever since; but it did
not prevent the new body from speedily developing much cor-
porate vigour. It was fortunate in avoiding at the outset a
mechanical party division as between conservatives and liberals;
the special municipal parties which were created instead—the
'moderates' and 'progressives'—succeeded nearly till igo62 in
excluding the irrelevances of national politics. The progressives,
who soon became the governing party, spread a really wide um-
brella, which on the one hand attracted not a few conservatives,3
and on the other brought in nearly all sorts of socialists—alike
the intellectuals of the Fabian Society, J. Ramsay MacDonald
of the I.LuP., and John Burns, who at that time had still, perhaps,
the largest working-class following in London.
Thus a genuine local patriotism was aroused, which soon
looked beyond the L.G.G. to the other features in the government
of the metropolis. Its paving, cleansing, and public health had
been hitherto left to an antiquated jumble of petty and often
corrupt authorities—thirty vestries and twelve district boards—
in the midst of which the ancient city corporation figured like
*
1 The point may be illustrated by noting that the geographical centre of Greater
London's population, as distributed during 1890-1914, was not at Charing Cross
nor even at the Mansion House, but somewhere in Rotherhithe.
* What finally *blew the gaff' and destroyed the system, was that in that year a
large number of sitting progressives secured election to parliament as liberals for the
same constituencies. Thereafter no distinction between progressives and liberals
carried conviction. Hence the downfall in 1907 of the progressive regime, which
never again controlled London.
3 The brilliant Henry Cust, for instance, who from 1892 to 1896 edited the Pall
Mall Ga&tU as a conservative paper, gave consistent support in it to the progressive
cause.

